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STATE CONFERENCES OF RELIGION.
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A BOON FOR STUDENTS OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
German texts have not
cheap and handy editions. The handsome volumes of the Cotta
IVelllitteratiir at one mark (25 cents) are marvels. But the Sammlung Goscheyi} some volumes of which lie before us, has certain advantages which
especially commend it to those interested in the subjects included.
The volumes
are very tastily bound in flexible covers, and are of a size convenient for an overThe publisher's price of 80 pfennigs makes it
coat, or even a sack coat, pocket.
possible to deliver them in America at 25 cents, or even less in quantities.
Moreover, the Sarnmhing Cosclien includes many subjects not represented in
other collections. Reference was made in the March Open Court to the handbooks
of various physical and mathematical sciences.
Within the field of philology the
publishers have not limited their collection to reprints of literary masterpieces
but have wisely included the necessary apparatus for introduction to these works
So we have a volume of selections from Old High German literature, accompanied
There
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scarcely ground for complaint that classic

been accessible
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Goschen'sche Verlag, Leipsic, Germany.

